
Coronal Holes streaming fast material to the Earth around 
Aug14/15 http://bit.ly/o1WOLO , preceded by major rapid 
magnetic changes near Earth  http://bit.ly/MPq0o  

•••• Solar Geophysical-Weather Events WANewsNo10 
http://bit.ly/oNlSZX New VID http://bit.ly/nefUrQ  
 

•••• On Line forecast Shop: http://bit.ly/dNhlNo  
    Order Sept Now - rest of Aug free 
�  Latest USA; Extreme events Rest Of World.  
�  Latest UK+Ire. SEPT available now & Eu. 
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Record Floods New York & blizzards New 
Zealand support Solar-Lunar theory. 
•••• Approx 60 year Solar-Lunar cycle of extreme events  again confirmed. 
•••• N & NE USA floods and cool-down USA predicted in l ong-range by Piers 
Corbyn’s Solar-Lunar Action Technique 
•••• “CO2 Warmist dogma is now dead” 
 
The dramatic blizzards and extreme cold thrashing New Zealand and 
the floods in N / NE USA in particular New York around 13-15 
August are nothing to do with so-called man-made Climate Change 
but are types of extreme events which have happened before and are 
driven by solar-lunar controlled predictable circulation patterns which 
also occurred roughly 58-60 years ago as explained by Piers Corbyn’s 
Solar Lunar Action Technique (SLAT) of long range weather 
forecasting; see VIDEO with equations! http://bit.ly/j5LG6e  
 
Piers Corbyn’s WeatherAction also explicitly predicted, to the day, USA severe 
thunderstorms / tornadoes & strong winds http://bit.ly/qJwMIm , http://bit.ly/ovwxAc 
and FLOODS around 13-14th Aug see (right http://twitpic.com/6558mj ) followed by 
general cool-down (eg http://www.hpc.ncep.noaa.gov/basicwx/day0-7loop.html ).  
 

The New Zealand major polar blast http://bit.ly/nMSnJB - VID 
http://bit.ly/oLbnMe with blizzards, 8 metre swell & tornado! - situation was 
matched 50-70 yrs ago by similar extremes – see Comment http://t.co/nqaZfah  
 

 

The New York Floods http://nydn.us/qqWROd & months of accumulated 
rain fit a pattern of April to July (NB Aug2011 data unavailable) rainfall 
where the three largest peaks in smoothed-out rain relative to trend line are 
around 2011, 1948 & 1901; graph right - http://1.usa.gov/nGOhBx .  Of 
course there are lesser peaks but these are, relative to 2011, 63 yrs ago and 
110 = 2 x 55yrs ago. These results support the SLAT theoretical average ~58-
60yr general repeat of extremes [NOTE this is NOT about repeats of events 
but of prevalence of circulation types. There are other ways of estimating but 
this calculation shows ~58-60 yrs is a reasonable possibility.] 


